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Abstract2

Recent assessments have analyzed the health impacts of PM2.5 from emissions from3

di↵erent locations and sectors using simplified or reduced-form air quality models.4

Here we present an alternative approach using the adjoint of the Community Mul-5

tiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model, which provides source-receptor relationships at6

highly-resolved sectoral, spatial, and temporal scales. While damages resulting from7

anthropogenic emissions of BC are strongly correlated with population and premature8

death, we found little correlation between damages and emission magnitude, suggest-9

ing that controls on the largest emissions may not be the most e�cient means of10

reducing damages resulting from anthropogenic BC emissions. Rather, the best proxy11

for locations with damaging BC emissions is locations where premature deaths occur.12

Onroad diesel and nonroad vehicle emissions are the largest contributors to premature13

deaths attributed to exposure to BC, while onroad gasoline emissions cause the highest14

deaths per amount emitted. Emissions in fall and winter contribute to more premature15

deaths (and more per amount emitted) than emissions in spring and summer. Overall,16

these results show the value of high-resolution source attribution for determining the17

locations, seasons, and sectors for which BC emission controls have the most e↵ective18

health benefits.19
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Introduction20

Exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in ambient air has been shown to be a cause of21

various adverse health e↵ects, such as cardiopulmonary disease and lung cancer,1–9 leading to22

an estimated 130,000 premature deaths in 2005 in the US alone.10 Recent work has focused23

on species-specific and source-specific analyses of PM health impacts. Many studies have24

associated increased premature deaths with proximity to major roadways.11–14 Other studies25

have found associations of increased premature deaths and morbidity to concentrations of26

black carbon (BC).15–20 Bell et al. 21 analyzed source-specific e↵ects of PM species on both27

cardiovascular and respiratory diseases and found that increases in concentrations of BC and28

Vanadium resulted in the largest increase in these diseases. Reviews of the health e↵ects of29

exposure to BC have suggested that there is a causal relationship between exposure to BC30

and premature death.22,23 There is additional interest in BC owing to potential near-term31

climate benefits of reductions of BC emissions.24–2932

Since studies implicate exposure to ambient PM2.5 in causing a large number of premature33

deaths, it is further important to determine which emissions, in terms of both location and34

source sectors, have the largest e↵ect on human health. Even if one assumes uniform toxicity35

per unit mass of PM2.5, the health e↵ects of emissions can vary greatly between locations and36

sectors, due to di↵erences in spatial distributions of emissions and population. Muller et al. 3037

used a dispersion model to estimate air pollution damages (from both health and climate38

e↵ects) associated with emissions of six gaseous or particulate pollutants across a wide range39

of sectors and found that the utility sector contributes to the most air pollution damages in40

the US. Fann et al. 31 estimated the PM2.5-related health benefits associated with emission41

reductions for 17 sectors across the US and found that the largest benefits-per-ton of emission42

reductions come from reducing directly emitted PM2.5. Tainio et al. 32 estimated that tra�c43

accounts for approximately 30% of emissions of PM2.5, yet exposure to tra�c emissions44

account for approximately 50% of adverse health e↵ects associated with exposure to PM2.545

in Finland. Human health benefits-per-ton can also vary substantially across emissions from46
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di↵erent locations and source sectors. Using a reduced-form air quality model to evaluate47

the benefits-per-ton estimates for the same pollutant across various sources and 9 urban48

areas, Fann et al. 33 estimated benefits-per-ton estimates ranging from $65,000/ton for carbon49

electric generating utility (EGU) and non-EGU emissions in Salt Lake City to $2,500,000/ton50

for area source carbon emissions in Phoenix (2006$).51

While variability in emission damages across locations and sectors is clearly significant,52

incorporating this type of analysis into air quality control strategies is often hindered by the53

computational expense of quantifying damages for numerous sources. Previous works have54

used simplified,30,34 reduced-form, or coarser models31,33,35 and considered a limited number55

of sources. An alternative approach is using adjoint modeling, which provides a means56

to analyze detailed source-receptor relationships at a highly-resolved sectoral, spatial, and57

temporal scale.36,37 Koo et al. 38 used adjoint modeling for evaluating PM2.5 health impacts58

from the aviation sector in a global model, and other studies have applied this approach59

to evaluate PM2.5 health impacts from a range of sectors at global39 and regional scales.4060

Pappin and Hakami 41 used adjoint modeling for estimation of mortality due to short-term61

exposure to gas-phase pollutants, and this approach has been further applied for estimation of62

ozone health impacts.42–44 In this work, we introduce and apply a new CMAQ adjoint model63

to quantify the individual role of more than 106 emissions (13 sectors ⇥ 97,416 locations64

⇥ 4 seasons) on premature deaths attributed to exposure to BC in the US at much lower65

computational cost than the more than 106 simulations that would be needed to obtain the66

same results without this tool.67

Materials and Methods68

Forward Model69

BC concentrations are estimated using the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ)70

model v4.7.1.45 The modeling domain covers the continental US, northern Mexico, and71
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southern Canada at a 12km ⇥ 12km resolution (396 ⇥ 246). The vertical domain con-72

sists of 24 terrain-following layers in sigma-pressure coordinates. Meteorological inputs were73

obtained from version 3.1 of the Weather Research Forecasting model (WRF).46,47 Bound-74

ary conditions and initial condition profiles were obtained by running GEOS-Chem version75

8.02.03 with a grid resolution of 2.0� ⇥ 2.5� (latitude ⇥ longitude) and 47 vertical layers.4876

We use anthropogenic emissions from version 2 of the 2008 National Emission Inventory77

(2008 NEI),49 Canada’s 2006 inventory and Mexico’s Phase III 2008 inventory. The 2008 NEI78

includes five sectors: nonpoint, point, nonroad mobile, onroad mobile, and fires. Biogenic79

emissions are obtained from the BEIS3.14 model.50 Wildfire emissions were calculated using80

the SMARTFIRE2 system.51 Sectoral emission profiles were obtained by running the Sparse81

Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) modeling system52 v3.5.1 for the following82

sectors: onroad mobile, nonroad mobile, fire, EGU, non-EGU, commercial marine, non-US83

point, dust, rail, non-point, non-US onroad, and non-US nonpoint and nonroad. The onroad84

mobile sector was further di↵erentiated by fuel type based on the source classification code85

in SMOKE. The nonpoint sector (called “stationary area” in previous NEIs) includes sources86

such as residential heating, gas stations, dry cleaning, commercial cooking, etc. The non-87

EGU sector includes large industrial combustion sources that are not categorized as EGUs.88

The “non-US” sectors contain emission sources that are located outside of the continental89

US (i.e., Southern Canada and Northern Mexico).90

We use CMAQ to estimate national premature deaths from exposure to BC using the91

following health impact function:5392

J =
NX

i=1

Mi · (1 � e��·Cav,i ) (1)

where Mi is the 2010 gridded annual non-accidental premature deaths in the US for people93

age 30 or older, Cav ,i is the gridded annual average BC concentration, i is the grid cell94

index, N is the number of grid cells, and � is the concentration response factor. We use a95

concentration response factor of 0.005827 (response factor is calculated from the relative risk96
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estimate presented in Krewski et al. 1 , 1.06 (1.04-1.08)). Mortality rates for 2004-2006 are97

from the Centers for Disease Control and National Center for Health Statistics.54 Our linear98

approximation of this health impact function yields a high bias of approximately 15%.99

Adjoint Model100

In contrast to forward model sensitivity analysis, adjoint modeling provides receptor-based101

sensitivities. The adjoint method has two main advantages: First, the adjoint model cal-102

culates sensitivities with respect to all model parameters simultaneously, requiring signifi-103

cantly less run time than forward model sensitivity analysis. Second, the computed gradient104

is numerically precise when using the adjoint model, whereas forward model perturbation105

methods are more subject to roundo↵ and truncation errors. While most adjoints of Eu-106

lerian chemical transport models55 have been developed and used for inverse modeling of107

gas-phase species,56,57 several studies have addressed aerosols.58,59 An adjoint of a fixed size108

aerosol model has been developed for a global coupled chemistry-aerosol model,59 and a109

box model adjoint of aerosol dynamics has been studied.60,61 Hakami et al. 58 applied the110

adjoint of the STEM-2k1 chemical transport model to constrain BC emissions during the111

Asian Pacific Regional Aerosol Characterization Experiment. Dubovik et al. 62 developed the112

adjoint of the GOCART aerosol transport model to retrieve global aerosol source emissions113

from satellite observations. Huneeus et al. 63 developed a simplified global aerosol model114

and its adjoint to optimize aerosol and aerosol precursor emissions using variational data115

assimilation.116

Inclusion of aerosols in the existing CMAQ-ADJ64 results in the first coupled gas-aerosol,117

regional adjoint model to explicitly describe aerosol mass composition and size distribution118

(see Supporting Information for adjoint development details). For this project, the receptor119

function of interest is national premature death attributed to BC exposure (Equation 1).120

The adjoint model calculates the sensitivity of this function with respect to emissions at121

highly-resolved scales. The resulting sensitivities quantify the e↵ects of location, time, and122
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sector of emissions of BC on human health in the US.123

Calculation of the health impact function (including checkpointing) and its gradients124

takes approximately 3.9 times the computational cost of the health impact function alone125

(without checkpointing). The updated CMAQ adjoint model has been validated against both126

complex variable65 and finite di↵erence sensitivities. The adjoint sensitivities are numeri-127

cally accurate, as shown by the linear regression of adjoint sensitivities on finite di↵erence128

sensitivities of BC concentrations with respect to BC emissions (R2 = 0.99, m = 1.01) for129

simulations that include all processes except horizontal transport (see Supplemental Infor-130

mation). Tests including horizontal advection indicate that the adjoint sensitivities can be131

used at the grid scale to estimate changes in total national premature deaths to within one132

death (see Figure S6).133

Results and Discussion134

Forward Model Simulations135

CMAQ was run from December 21, 2006, to December 31, 2007, to generate gridded annual136

average concentrations. The annual average BC concentrations were then used in the health137

impact function (Equation 1) to estimate the premature deaths attributed to exposure to138

BC in 2007. For computational expediency, CMAQ model configurations did not include139

gas-phase chemistry, which has a negligible e↵ect on simulated BC concentrations.140

We first evaluate simulated annual average BC concentrations via comparison to observa-141

tions from the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments66 (IMPROVE) and142

Chemical Speciation Network67 (CSN) monitoring networks (Figure 1). The IMPROVE and143

CSN monitoring networks use di↵erent protocols to measure aerosol carbon fraction, there-144

fore we convert the CSN measurements to IMPROVE-equivalent values using the seasonal145

conversion factors from Hu et al. 68 (this conversion is not necessary for recent years, due146

to the recent update to the CSN protocol). While a majority of locations show similar147
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concentrations between model and observations, some points have substantial di↵erences.148

Simulated annual average BC concentrations tend to overestimate the largest concentra-149

tions (simulated annual average concentrations > 1.5 µg
m3 ) when compared to IMPROVE data150

(mean bias of 0.09 µg
m3 , see Table S1). However, at lower concentrations (simulated annual151

average concentrations < 1 µg
m3 ) CMAQ tends to compare well with IMPROVE, as shown by152

the coe�cient of determination of 0.65 and the root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.14 µg
m3153

(mean absolute error of 0.13 µg
m3 ). Comparisons to the adjusted CSN measurements, on the154

other hand, tend to be worse. While CMAQ and CSN concentrations are similar for smaller155

concentrations, there is a large amount of scatter in the higher CSN values not captured by156

the model, likely owing to sub-grid variability in concentrations near the urban CSN sites.157

However, as with the comparison to IMPROVE observations, the RMSE is small (0.45 µg
m3 ,158

mean absolute error = 0.50 µg
m3 ) for comparisons between CMAQ and CSN concentrations.159

Further, while the coe�cient of determination is small when comparing to CSN observations160

(R2 = 0.19), the simulated concentrations have a small normalized mean bias of -17% (mean161

bias of �0.22 µg
m3 ).162

By combining the forward model BC concentrations with gridded baseline mortality rates163

in the continental US using Equation 1, we estimate approximately 12,600 (8,700 - 16,500,164

see Supplemental Information for uncertainty calculation details) national premature deaths165

attributed to exposure to BC for 2007. This is consistent with previous studies, taking166

into account that about 5-10% of PM2.5 mass is BC.69 As one might expect, a majority of167

premature deaths attributed to exposure to BC occur around major cities (Figure S8).168

Sensitivity of BC Health E↵ects to Anthropogenic Emissions169

A comparison of yearly average BC concentrations to average BC concentrations calculated170

from 12 weeks (Figure S7) shows that results from these 12 weeks provide an accurate (R2 =171

0.88, RMSE = 0.07 µg
m3 ) representation of the annual average. To reduce the computational172

cost of this analysis, adjoint simulations were run (in parallel) for 12 1-week periods from the173
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1st to the 7th of each month. For each 1-week adjoint simulation, we used a 4 day spin-up174

period. Semi-normalized sensitivities ( @J@E ·E, Figure 2a) with respect to emissions (E) were175

accumulated throughout the entire week of the adjoint run, and the resulting sensitivities176

were summed over the 12 individual simulations and scaled to represent a yearly value.177

We refer to semi-normalized sensitivities as contributions, because they quantify the178

contribution of the BC emissions in each grid cell to the model estimate of total national179

premature deaths. For example, our analysis estimates that emissions in the grid cell that180

contains New York City result in 174 premature deaths associated with exposure to BC in the181

continental US. Therefore, emissions in this grid cell have a contribution of 174 premature182

deaths to the national total. The contribution percentage is defined as the percent of the183

total continental US deaths owing to BC emissions from a single grid cell. For example, the184

contribution percentage of the grid cell that contains New York City is 174
12,200 · 100% = 1.4%.185

From our analysis, we estimate that anthropogenic emissions of BC account for 12,200 (8,400186

- 16,000) premature deaths (approximately 95% of total premature deaths from exposure to187

BC). It has often been assumed that the damages (contribution per unit emission) of BC188

emissions are constant, or proportional to the magnitude of emissions across large domains.30189

However, our analysis shows that damages vary greatly by region (see Figure S9), with190

damage estimates ranging two orders of magnitude and being largest in urban centers.191

We have generated plots (Figures 2b-d) for various ratios on a log scale. When generating192

these ratio plots, only a fraction of the grid cells were included in order to emphasize the193

cells with larger values while also omitting cells that might have large ratios but small overall194

impacts. Of the ⇠97,000 grid cells in the domain, data from only ⇠10,000 grid cells were195

used. For each ratio plot, the largest values for the numerator and denominator (summing196

to approximately 95% for each) are displayed in the plot.197

To analyze the spatial di↵erences between the magnitude of emissions and the magnitude198

of exposure on a grid-cell by grid-cell basis, we have plotted the ratio of premature death199

percentage to anthropogenic emission percentages (Figure 2b). Warm (cool) colors indi-200
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cate locations with a larger (smaller) premature death percentage than the corresponding201

anthropogenic emission percentage. Highly populated urban areas have larger premature202

death percentages than anthropogenic emission percentages. In contrast, grid cells along203

many interstates in rural areas have larger anthropogenic emission percentages than prema-204

ture death percentages. This is expected, as transportation emissions account for a majority205

of anthropogenic US BC emissions (⇠80%69), and one would not expect many premature206

deaths attributed to BC exposure to occur near interstate highways in rural areas. However,207

near highways passing through urban areas (e.g., Highway 99 in Modesto and Fresno, CA)208

there are larger premature death percentages than anthropogenic emission percentages due209

to the proximity of populous areas to the highway.210

Next, the ratio of contribution percentage to anthropogenic emission percentage (Figure211

2c) demonstrates the variability in the di↵erence between the magnitude of emissions and212

their marginal damages (the incremental change in damage resulting from an increase or213

decrease in emissions). Warm (cool) colors show locations with higher (lower) contribution214

percentages than anthropogenic emission percentages. Highly populated urban areas tend to215

have larger contribution percentages than anthropogenic emission percentages. However, in216

rural areas, such as eastern Texas and Tennessee, some major roadways have larger anthro-217

pogenic emission percentages than contribution percentages. The fact that rural roadways218

often have higher emission percentages than contribution percentages in many parts of the219

country suggests that additional restrictions on vehicle emissions would not be the most e�-220

cient, means of reducing national premature deaths attributed to exposure to BC. However,221

Figure 2c does not provide su�cient information to weigh this against the impact of vehicle222

emissions near the urban areas. Further analysis of net sectoral impacts is provided in the223

Seasonal and Sectoral Trends section.224

Given the short lifetime of BC, one might expect that contributions might be reduced225

most e�ciently through reductions to emissions in highly populated areas. Adjoint sen-226

sitivity analysis quantitatively separates the influence of emission location and population227
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distributions from atmospheric transport, which is shown by the ratio of gridded contribu-228

tion percentage over gridded premature death percentage (Figure 2d). Warm (cool) colors229

show locations with higher (lower) contribution percentage than premature death percentage.230

Many of the major roadways have contribution percentages greater than premature death231

percentages. However, along some major roadways (such as Interstate-90 in NY), there are232

larger premature death percentages than contribution percentages. Areas downwind of ma-233

jor emission locations have more premature deaths than accounted for by emissions in the234

corresponding grid cells (e.g. Connecticut, Rhode Island, eastern Massachusetts are down-235

wind of emissions from northern New Jersey, and show larger premature death percentages236

than contribution percentages). Additionally, many of the areas with higher contribution237

percentage than premature death percentage are upwind of highly populated areas (northern238

New Jersey, west-southwest of New York City). As with the northeastern US, the California239

region shows higher premature death percentages downwind of high emission areas.240

We next compare premature death and contribution percentages to population and an-241

thropogenic emission percentages across the nation to determine national-scale trends (Fig-242

ures 3 and S9). Locations with the highest anthropogenic emissions do not necessarily243

correspond to the highest contributions for BC premature deaths (see Figure 3). In fact, the244

second largest anthropogenic emissions considered (0.18%) has a corresponding contribution245

percentage of only 0.02%. These values correspond to a grid cell that encompasses Gary, IN.246

As such, the emissions in this grid cell are in and near locations of high population, and the247

large discrepancy between emissions and contributions cannot be attributed to large emis-248

sions occurring in rural, low-populated areas. Additionally, 21 of the 50 largest emissions are249

in the lowest 50% of contributions. As one might expect, contribution is strongly correlated250

with population (R2 = 0.79) and premature death (R2 = 0.88). Premature deaths are also251

highly correlated with population, with a coe�cient of determination of approximately 0.85.252

This is expected, as population is the most spatially variable factor in our definition of the253

impact function (Equation 1). It might be expected that anthropogenic emissions would be254
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highly correlated with population; however, our analysis shows a coe�cient of determination255

of only 0.41. When comparing anthropogenic emissions with contribution and premature256

death, we obtain R

2 values of 0.46 and 0.35, respectively. Regression of premature death on257

emission shows that 83 of the 200 largest premature deaths are in the lowest 50% of emissions.258

The grid-scale contributions calculated with the CMAQ adjoint identify locations where BC259

control strategies would have the greatest impact on national premature deaths. However, it260

is interesting to also consider the e�ciency of strategies developed without such results. Our261

analysis shows that the best proxy for identifying locations where BC emissions have the262

highest contributions (i.e., the most e↵ective locations to target for reducing health impacts)263

is areas with the largest premature deaths, rather than locations with the highest emissions264

or population. US National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) focus on regions with265

concentration exceedences. Therefore, the most e↵ective means of reducing health impacts266

is being addressed only where high concentrations coincide with high premature deaths.267

Sensitivity of BC Health E↵ects to Anthropogenic Emissions, Summed268

by State269

In this section, we aggregate our grid-level sensitivity results on a per-state basis, following270

Hakami et al. 36 While the results presented here generally emphasize the importance of271

transport of BC, this type of analysis, if repeated for health impact functions focusing on272

individual states, could be used to quantify interstate transport of BC. All grid cells were273

included for these plots, and we consider di↵erences in state-level results (as opposed to the274

previous ratio analysis) since values in every state are of the same order of magnitude. Figure275

S11a shows the contribution percentage on a per-state basis. A majority of contributions276

are attributed to emissions from California (with approximately 15.8%, or 2,000 premature277

deaths), followed by Illinois, New York, and Texas (each with approximately 6.7%, or 800278

premature deaths).279

We next consider which states are experiencing more than their share (when compared280
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to emissions) of national premature deaths (see Figure S11b). There are many states that281

have higher anthropogenic emission percentages than premature death percentages, such282

as California (by 6.9%) and New York (by 6.3%). However, while the maximum positive283

di↵erence is 6.9% (California), a majority of the states with larger anthropogenic emission284

percentages than premature death percentages have a negative di↵erence smaller than �1%.285

In addition, we compare contribution percentages to anthropogenic emission percentages286

(Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that emissions originating in California account for a smaller287

percent of national BC emissions than the percent of national premature deaths. While288

there are many states with a higher anthropogenic emission percentage than contribution289

percentage, such as Texas and Louisiana, a majority of these states have a di↵erence below290

1%.291

To determine states that have emissions that contribute to more premature deaths than292

there are in that state, we analyze the di↵erences between contribution and premature death293

percentages for each state (Figure S11c). This type of analysis allows us to estimate which294

states contribute disproportionately to the national health burden (red) and which would295

benefit the most from national-scale uniform emissions reductions (blue). A majority of296

states in the southeastern US have higher premature death percentages than contribution297

percentages. Most states west of the Mississippi have higher contribution percentages than298

premature death percentages. Emissions originating in California contribute to more pre-299

mature deaths than there are premature deaths in California (however, this analysis does300

not allow us to specify where the surplus premature deaths occur), while there are more301

premature deaths attributed to exposure to BC in New York than can be accounted for302

by BC emissions in New York. This suggests that, even for short-lived species, transport303

processes influence the distribution of damages from pollutant emissions at national scales.304

Still, despite these potentially interesting di↵erences, overall di↵erences across states are305

small, particularly compared to the order of magnitude variability in the grid-scale analysis.306

Therefore, there is more room for enhancing the e↵ectiveness of BC control strategies within307
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states or particular sectors (see next section) rather than developing state-specific caps to308

BC emissions.309

Seasonal and Sectoral Trends310

Here we perform an analysis of the seasonal and sectoral trends of emissions and the corre-311

sponding contributions (Figure 5). The sectors are sorted by contribution percentage, with312

the largest contributions being from onroad diesel emissions. Emissions from the fire sector313

have been halved for scale, while contributions from the fire sector are unaltered.314

Seasonal trends in emissions do not necessarily correspond to similar seasonal trends in315

contributions for most sectors. For example, onroad diesel emissions are largest in the JJA316

months, followed by MAM, SON, and DJF, respectively. However, the contributions from317

these emissions are largest in the MAM season, followed closely by DJF. While onroad diesel318

emissions in the winter months account the smallest percentage of annual onroad diesel319

emissions, their emissions in winter contribute nearly the most of any season to annual320

premature deaths. This is most likely attributed to the lower planetary boundary layer in321

the winter, which results in larger ground-level concentrations per unit emitted.322

In addition to seasonal variability in damages, Figure 5 shows that the magnitude of emis-323

sions from a sector is not necessarily an accurate predictor of the magnitude of contributions324

from those emissions. Fire emissions exemplify this behavior. The percent of BC emitted325

by fires is nearly 40% but only 3.2% of contributions come from fire emissions, which can326

largely be explained by the rural location of the majority of these emissions. Onroad gasoline327

emissions also support our finding that the magnitude of emissions are not always a good328

predictor of the magnitude of contributions. Onroad gasoline emissions account for approx-329

imately 2.1% of emissions, yet result in approximately 5% of premature deaths attributed330

to exposure to BC. Non-EGU (⇠3.1%) and EGU (⇠2.9%) sources both have larger emis-331

sions than onroad gasoline, yet the contributions from non-EGU (⇠3.3%) and EGU (⇠2.5%)332

sources are smaller than those from onroad gasoline emissions. However, this trend does not333
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hold for the largest contributors. Onroad diesel and nonroad mobile sectors are the two334

largest contributors (with 38% and 28%, respectively), as well the two largest emitters (with335

19% and 15%, respectively) excluding fire emissions. While the results presented in Figure336

2c suggest that additional restrictions on vehicle emissions along some highways might not337

be the most e�cient means of reducing national premature deaths attributed to exposure to338

BC, Figure 5 includes sectoral contribution information from the urban areas and suggests339

that the transportation sector is indeed an e↵ective target for emissions controls.340

Figure 5 also shows that the e�ciency of BC emissions to result in premature deaths341

(right column) is consistently greater in the winter months. With the exception of fire342

emissions and non-US emissions, every sector shows significantly larger contributions per343

unit emission in the SON and DJF months than the JJA and MAM months. Additionally,344

while there are approximately 8 times more contributions from onroad diesel emissions than345

onroad gasoline emissions, onroad gasoline emissions of BC result in more premature deaths346

per unit emission than any other sector.347

While previous source attribution studies of PM2.5 health impacts have used simplified,348

reduced-form, or coarser models, we used an alternative approach (using the adjoint of349

CMAQ) that provides source-receptor relationships at highly-resolved sectoral, spatial, and350

temporal scales. Many previous studies that analyzed damages associated with air pollution351

assumed a single damage estimate across multiple locations and sources;30 however, our352

analysis allows us to identify the damages of emissions for all locations, which are highly353

variable. Through adjoint-based analysis, we have shown that highly populated urban areas354

have larger premature death percentages than BC emission percentages. Additionally, we355

compared damage percentages (percent of premature deaths resulting from emissions in356

a specific location) to premature death, population, and emission percentages. We found357

that while damage percentages are highly correlated with premature death and population358

percentages, there is little correlation between damage percentages and emission percentages,359

suggesting that controls on the largest emitters would not be an e�cient means of reducing360
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damages associated with exposure to BC. In addition to the gridded analysis, we performed361

a state-level analysis of the results. However, the overall di↵erences in emission, damage,362

and premature death percentage are small at these scales, suggesting that optimal control363

strategies for BC need to be developed at a state and sector level. While our analysis364

provides source-receptor relationships at high sectoral, spatial, and temporal scales, there365

are some drawbacks. Our analysis utilized a single chemical transport model, as opposed366

to other studies in the broader field of air quality modeling that have used an ensemble of367

simulations to minimize uncertainty owing to any single model.70–73 There is also uncertainty368

associated with the health impact function. We chose to use a concentration response factor369

that corresponds to the relative risk of exposure to PM2.5, as opposed to using a concentration370

response factor specific to exposure to BC. Additionally, our analysis exclusively considered371

premature deaths attributed to pollutant exposure for the entire adult population, as opposed372

to focusing on certain demographics that have been shown to be at a higher risk.74–77 While373

our analysis uses emission profiles from 2007, mobile emissions have been declining in the374

US.78 This decrease in mobile emissions would most likely result in fewer estimated health375

impacts. Also, our estimate of health impacts does not include premature deaths in Canada376

or Mexico, yet emissions of BC in the US can result in premature deaths in neighboring377

countries. Furthermore, previous studies have shown that premature death estimates from378

forward model studies can vary largely for di↵erent horizontal grid resolutions,39,79,80 with379

premature death estimates decreasing at coarser grid resolutions. Based on these studies,380

we estimate that our analysis (performed at the 12 km resolution) has a low bias relative381

to higher resolution simulations (4 km) of only a few percent. However, our estimate would382

likely present a lower bound for this bias as neither 12km or 4km simulations are at a383

fine enough resolution to accurately resolve near-roadway gradients in BC concentrations.384

Finally, while this paper’s focus is on premature deaths in the US associated with exposure385

to BC, this work could be extended to analyze the e↵ects of BC emissions on premature386

death within a specified region, state, or socio-economic demographic. This work can also387
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be extended to analyze sources contributing to premature death owing to exposure of total388

PM2.5, similar to previous studies that used adjoints sensitivities from coarser models.40389
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Figure 1: Comparison of simulated annual average BC concentrations ( µg
m3 ) to observations

from the IMPROVE network (circles), and CSN network (diamonds). CSN observations
were scaled per Hu et al. 68
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Figure 3: Comparison of contribution percentage from anthropogenic emissions to anthro-
pogenic emission percentage.
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Figure 4: State based analysis of adjoint sensitivities. Contribution percentage from anthro-
pogenic emissions minus anthropogenic emission percentage.

Figure 5: Seasonal and sectoral analysis of emissions (left), contributions (middle), and
contribution per emission (right).
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